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Introduction

1. In its resolution 586 (19b6) of 18 July 1986, the Security Council decided to
extend the mandate of the United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) for a
further interim period of six months, until 19 January 1987. The Council also
reiterated its strona support  for the territorial inteority, sovereionty  and
indeoendence of Lebanon within its internationally recoonized  boundaries;
re-emphasized the terms of reference and aeneral auidelines  of the Force as stated
in the report of the Secretary-General of 19 March 1978, approved by resolution
426 (1978) ; called upon all parties concerned to co-ODerate fully with the Force
For the full implementation of its mandate: and reiterated that UNIFIL should fullv
implement its mandate as defined in resolutions 425 (19781, 426 (1978) and all
other relevant resolutions. The Council requested the Secretary-General to
continue consultations with the Government of Lebanon and other oarties directlv
concerned on the imolementation  of the resolution and to report to the Council
thereon,

7-. Durina the current mandate period, I have submitted two reports to the
Security Council, following serious incidents  that took  DlaCP in Auqust  and
September 1986 (S/18348 and S/18396 and Corr.1). These incidents were the subiect
of the Council’s resolution 587 (1986) of 23 September 1986 and of statements by
its President on 5 September (S/18320) and 31 October 1486 fS/18439).
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Organizatton o f  t h e  Porte

3. As of January 1987, the composition of UNIPIL was as follows:

Fiji

Pinland

France

Ghana

Ireland

Italy

Neoa 1

Norway

Sweden

Military personnel

HQ UNIFIL 6
Infantry battalion 612
Ui li tary police conpany 7 625

HQ UNIPIL
Infantry battalion
Military police company

RQ UNIPIL
Composite battalion
Onaintenance  com3anyI
deience company,
armoured escort company0
bomb d isoosal detachment)
Military police comoany

15
508

2

32

532

530

HQ UNIPIL 27
Infantry battalion 777
Engineer company 60
Military police comvany 6 870

SQ UNIPIL 12
Infantry battalion 648
HQ Camp Command 71
Military oolice company 13 744

HQ UNIPIL
He1 icopter  unit 48

SQ UNIPIL
Infantry battalion
Military police company 800

HQ UNIF’IL 34
Infantry battalion 676
Maintenance company 160
Military police company 17 887

HQ UNIPXL 8
Logistic battalion 616
Military police company 8 632

ml-AL UNIPIL 5 668
z
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In addition to the above personnel, UNIFIL was assisted by 77 military observers
from the United Nations Truce Supervirion Oraanization (UNTGO). These unarmed
observers are organized as Observer Group Lebanon (OGL) and are under the
operational control of the Commander of UNIFIL, Major-General Gustav Hlicaalund.

4. Durina the period, important chances took place in the composition and
denlqment of IJNIFIL.

5. Followinq the Government of France’s decision in April 1986 to withdraw part
of the loaistic unit that it had provided to the Force since its inception (see
S/18164, para. 9), the Government of Sweden asreed to make available additional
troops to replace the departina French personnel. The hand-over took place on
6 December 1986. Loqistic support for UNIFXL is now provided by a loaistic branch
comprisina the Swedish louistic battalion, elements of the French composite
battalion, the Norweoian maintenance company, the Ghanaian  enaineer comvanv and the
Italian helicopter unit, as well as certain civilian staff sections, notably those
responsible for communications and the maintenance of civilian vehicles. The
Swedish lwistic battalion is responsible for transport, supply and e~lneerina,  as
well as for the UNIFIL hospital in Naqoura. The elements of the French battalion
are responsible for the maintenance of certain vehicles and equipment, and for bomb
d isoosal .

6. In September 1986, about half the French infantry battalion was redeolqred  to
Naqoura. As a temporary measure, most of the area it vacated in the north-western
corner of.’ the UNIFIL area was taken over by a reinforced Nepalese company, with
some other positions beina transferred to the Finnish and Ghanaian  battalions.

7. A more substantive redeployment of the Force took olace in December 1986 and
January 1987. This was based on remndations I had received from the Force
Commander in response to instructions that he should examine any oossibilities
there miaht be for further varyino the size and deployment of the Force’s
continqents (see S/18396, para. 20). The area previously held by the French
infantry battalion wae divided between the Finnish and Ghanaian  battalions, with
the treater part of the area beina  taken over by the latter. The eastern part of
the sector hitherto held by the Ghanaian battalion was transferred to the Irish
battalion and part of the latter’s sector was in turn transferred to the Nepalese
battalion. A minor adjustment was also made to the boundary between the Fijian and
Nepalese battalions. In accordance with decisions previously taken (see S/18396,
para. 7 1 , various positions that were particularly vulnerable and/or of limited
operational va!.ue were closed and four new positions were opened. The number of
permanent positions held by the Force was thus reduced from 214 to 173. This
reduction made it possible to reinforce positions that had previously been only
1 iahtly manned. The current deployment of DNIFIL is shown on the annexed mao.

8. The bulk of the French infantry battalion was repatriated on
15 December 1986. One company remained and was combined with the remainina
elements of the French louistic battalion to form a commsite  battalion whose
duties include protection of the UNIFIL headquarters, in addition to the lwistic
functions  described in paragraph 5 above. The Government of France has assured me
that, when it becomes possible for the Force to deploy towards the international
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frontier, France will be oDen to any suaqestions I may make for French troops to
bear their share of the extra tasks that will then fall to UNIFIL. The Governments
of Finland, Ghana and Nepal have aqreed to increase their continaents so that thev
can discharae the extra functions assianed to them as a result of the
redeployment. An additional 154 Ghanaian and 20 Finnish personnel arrived in
December 1986 and a further 50 Nepalese soldiers will arrive in March 1987,

9. The composite mechanized company, referred to in my report of 13 October 1986
(S/18396, para. 91, has now been set up as the force mobile reserve. It comDrises
elements of the Fijian, Finnish, Ghanaian, Irish and Nepalese battalions. While
the comDany's base east of Qana is under construction, its components are remainina
with their Darent units, but they will be assembled to beuin operations as a unit
with effect from mid-January 1987.

10. The military observers of UNTSO continued to man the five observation posts
alona the Lebanese side of the Israel-Lebanon armistice demarcation line and a post
at Chateau de Beaufort. They also maintained a mobile team at Tyre and operated
seven mobile teams within the UNIFIL area.

11, The Lebanese army unit serving with UNIFIL maintained a strength of some 128,
all ranks. The main Dart of the unit was stationed in Tyre and the other Dart was
deployed in the UNIFIL area and attached to various battalions. The Force
Commander continued to explore with the Lebanese authorities possible ways Of
deployina a unit of the Lebanese armv to the north-western Dart of the UNIFIL area
as a first step towards the return of the Government's effective authority in the
area lsee S/18396, para. 20). In a messaae to the Lebanese Minister of Defence on
31 October, I stated that the preliminary discussions had shown that this was a
very complex matter that required careful study. All efforts had to be made to
ensure that the unit of the Lebanese Army dispatched to southern Lebanon would be
in a position to carry out effectively its important tasks.

12. In my rerxrrts of 18 September and 13 October 1986, I described the steps taken
and recommended to improve the security of UNIFIL Dersonnel (S/18348, Daras. 16-18,
and S/18396, Daras. 5-15). Those efforts have continued with all possible
dispatch. The funds made available under the crash Droaramme to improve the
protection of positions have been fully committed. Reinforced shelters and
construction material procured under the programme have beaun to arrive  and are
beins issued to the units. In addition, steps are beina taken to improve the
security of the headquarters compound at Naqoura by building a by-pass road in
order to divert traffic away from the immediate vicinity of the comoound.

13. The Force Commander has again emphasized to me the imDortance  of armour for
the protection of his troops and for the oDerations of the force mobile reserve
referred to in Daraqraph 9 above. It will be recalled that the provision to the
Force of 29 additional armoured vehicles was the larqest item on the list Of
additional security measures which the Security Council approved throuah the
statement of its President on 31 October 1986 (S/18439). It has not vet been
Possible to reach aareement on the supoly of these vehicles by troop-contributina
Governments, but I am uraently examinina ways of meeting what has become a Dressina
requirement.

/ . . .
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14. Durino the current mandate period, 15 members of the Force lost their lives.
Four French soldiers and an Irish officer were killed bv roadside bombs; three
Fijian soldiers were killed by a car bomb ; and two Irish soldiers were killed by
sunfite. A Finnish, a French, an Irish, a Nepalese and a Norwesian soldier died as
a result of accidents or from other causes. In addition, 43 soldiers were wounded
by hostile action, Since the establishment of UNIFIL, 139 members of the Force
have died, 57 of them as a result of firino and mine or bomb explosions, 60 in
accidents and 22 from other causes. More than 200 have been wounded as a result of
hostile action or mine explosions.

Situation in the UNIFIL area

15. Israel has continued to maintain in southern Lebanon its nsecurity  zone",
which is manned by the so-called "South Lebanon Army" (SLA) and elements of the
Israel Defence Forces (IDF). The boundaries of the "security zone” have not been
defined but are in effect determined by the positions maintained by the IDF and the
SLA in southern Lebanon and the patrols they conduct between them. The "security
zone” embraces all of the area adjacent to the international border, warts of the
Nepalese, Irish and Finnish battalion sectors, the area of deployment of the
Norwegian battalion and extensive areas to the north of the UNIFIL area. Within
the UNIFIL area, the IDF and the SLA maintained a total of 21 positions, of which
18 were manned permanently. Durino the reportinq period, the IDF vacated a
position at Al Qantarah and established a new position northeast of Yatar. The
latter is currently manned by the SLA. IDF personnel have been observed in SLA
positions on numerous occasions and the two forces often operate tooether.

16, Armed resistance Groups continued to launch frequent attacks acrainst  IDF and
SLA personnel and positions, usinc! Small arms, rocket-propelled arenadeS,  rockets
and mortars, as well as roadside bombs. UNIFIL recorded 11 such attacks in the
second half of July, 20 in Auoust, 21 in September, 6 in October, 10 in November,
12 in December 1986 and 4 in the first 11 days of January 1987. Attacks were also
reported in those parts of the "security zone" which are outside the UNIFIL area of
deployment. The pattern in the UNIFIL area during the reportinq  period has been
for the attacks to become fewer in number but laroer in scale. They increasinolv
involve armed elements who come from elsewhere in Lebanon and rendezvous with
supporters in the "security zone" before makina their assault. In a particularly
srave incident early on 2 January 1987, a qroup of armed elements, estimated to
number 40 or more, briefly captured an IDF/SLA position near Brashit, killinq six
of the defenders.

17. ' The SLA (and sometimes the IDF) fired frequently from their positions or when
on patrol in the "security zone". The SLA, in particular, often fired
indiscriminately into inhabited areas. Durino the rewortinq period, 15 villaaes in
the UNIFIL area were affected by this practice and some, notably Qabrikha,
Haddathah, Ayta as Zutt, Yatar and Siddiqin, were repeatedly tarqets. DNIFIL has
confirmed reports of four Lebanese civilians beino killed and some 30 injured by
such firino. UNIFIL repeatedly protested to the Israeli authorities about these
incidents.

/ . . .



. UNIFIL itself was also subjected to hostile acts by the SLA and the IDF. On
WC@  than 200 occasione,  the SLA fired at or close to IJNIFIL Positjons  and
vehicles, In a few cases,  the fitinq by the SLA was in response to attacka  bv
armed elements on its positions. But in most cases the firinq aqainst UNIFIL was
both unprovoked and, apparently, deliberate. Durinq the weriod  under review, seven
members of UNIFIL were wounded by such firim and, on 6 December 1986, an Irish
soldier was kjlled by one of three heavy machine qun rounds fired at a UNIFIL
position from “n IDF/SLA position near Brashit. UNIFIL wrotesled to the Israeli
military authorities about each of these incidents and efforts were made at the
wlitical level to persuade Israel to qet them stopped. The Israeli authorities
rere also asked to make available the results of their own investiaation into the
kill !fiq of the Irish soldier on 6 December 1986. The Israeli authorities said that
they re4retted the death and injuries caused to UNIFIL personnel and had ursed the
commander of the SLA to stop any firina at United Nations positions or vehiclesr
but the SLA commander had denied that shots were deliberately fired at UNIFIL and
accused UNIFIL of havinq permitted armed elements to attack IDF/SLA Positions. At
the time of reportinq, no information had yet been received from the Israeli
authorities about the results of their inveatiqation  of the 6 December incident.
Firinq by the SLA at United Nations positions and vehicles continues.

19. Cases of IDF fire aaainst UNIFIL positions and vehicles were far fewer. But
on the eveninq of 10 January 1987 an Irish corporal at a United Nations position in
the villaae of Braahit was killed by a round fired from a Merkava tank of the IDF
durins heavy and unprovoked bombardment of the villaqe. The Force Commander
immediately and viqorously protested to the Israeli authorities. Information at
Present available suaqests  that this was a particularly irresponsible act. The
results of the urqent inveatisation promised by the Israeli authorities are awaited.

20. UNIFIL also suffered casualties as a result of attacks by armed elements. The
very serious incidents that took place in Auqust and September 1986, causinq  the
deaths of 5 UNIFIL peraonnel and the woundina of 31 other:.,. have already been
described in my reports of 18 September and 13 October 1986.  As noted in the
latter report, the )-ttacks  by armed elements aqainst UNIFIL ceased in late
September 1986. However, in a serious incident on 20 November, a car bomh exploded
at a UNIFIL checkpoint on the coastill  road, Three Fijian soldiers and three
civilians were killed, includinq the driver of the car, and two Fijians and
t.hree civilians were injured. Information received by the UNIFIL command suaocsts
that the car bomb was not oriqinally intended for use aaairlst UNIYIL but was
exoloded throuqh remote control bv persoIls  some tlistan~~  awav when the car was held
up at the checkpoint.

21. UNIFIL was only indirectly affected by the fiqhtfnq  that beaan on 30 September
between Amal and Palestinian armed elements in and around the Rashidiyah refuoee
camp south of Tyre and that thereafter spread to the Sidon area and Beirut. These
hostilities took place outside the UNIFIL area but they have frequently interrupted
traffic on the coastal road, which is an important supplv route for IJNIFIL. For
more than two months Larqe parts of southern Lebanon have been without electricity
as a result of the hostilities, In several place6, f0r example Tyre, the suoplv of
runninq water has also been interrclr)ted. On 29 Novc*rnku~r  1986, d Pinni:.tl sol~li(~r
W~IS injurd by shrapnel from J utctnade, whicti exula1cd close to the UNIFIL office
in Beirut durino hostilities in the vicinity of Shatila refuoee camP.

/ . . .
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22. UNIFIL continued to co-operate with the Lebanese authorities, United Nations
aoencies and proarammes, the International Committee of the Red Cross fICRC) and
non-qovernmental orqanizations  in extendinq assistance to the local population.
Because of the fiahtina between Amal and Palestinians, there was considerable
demand for emeraency relief assistance, for which the UNIPIL humanitarian office
came to function as a kind of clearinu house. It received funds and stored aotds
from humanitarian aoencies, in particular the Office of the United Nations Disaster
Relief Co-ordinator (U’NDRG), and made them available for distribution as the need
arose. In addition, many Lebanese were treated at UNIFIL medical centres and some
2,600 at the UNIFIL hospital in Naqoura, includinc  more than 300 in-patients.

23. At the request of the Lebanese authorities, UNIFIL also provided facilities
for the baccalaureate examinations, that is, the final secondary school
examinations. They were held from 4 to 13 Auoust 1986, and a follow-up examination
was held from 15 to 19 November, at the Norweaian battalion headquarters in Ebel es
Saqi. Some 1,400 students participated, with an averaoe of about 200 attendina
each day.

Financial aspects

24. By section IV of its resolution 41/179 A of 5 December 1986, the General
Assembly authorized the Secretary-General to enter into commitments for UNIFIL at a
rate not to exceed $12,125,000  aross ($11,922,000  net) per month for the 12-month
period beqinninq 19 January 1987, should the Security Council decide to continue
the Force beyond the period of SIX months authorized under its resolution
586 (1986). In the event that the Council decides to extend UNIFIL beyond its
cur rent mandate period, the costs to the United Nations for maintainina the Force
durina the extension period will be within the commitment authorized by the
Assembly in its resolution 41/179  A, assuminc a maximum Force strenath of 6,000 and
continuance of its responsibilities.

2s. In paragraphs 38 and 39 of my report af 9 April 1986 (S/17965), I described
the consequences, durins the previous eiaht years, of some Member States failina to
pay their assessed share of UNIFIL costs. The financial situation of the Force has
continued to deteriorate and at the beainnino  of January 1987 the accumulated
shortfall in the UNIFIL Special Account had reached an estimated $270 million. As
a result of the continuins non-oayment of assesgments, reimbursement to the
troop-contributina Governments has continued at the reduced rate of $600 per person
per month. I aaain aopeal to all Member States to pay their assessed contributions
in full. The United States Government has informed me that the Administration has
souqht from Conaress a supplemental appropriation of $21.6 million to make up Dart
of the shortfall in the United States contribution durina United States fiscal
years 1986 and 1987.

26. If the Security Council decides to renew the mandate of UNIFIL, as recommended
below, it would be useful to take the opportunitv to correct a small anomaly that
has complicated the administration of the Force. Followina its establishment  on
19 March 1978, its mandate has ken extcndcd  for successive interim periods, eac!l
of which was continued until the 19th Rav of a month. As the accounts of the
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Orqanization are updated on a calendar-month basis, it has been necessary at the
end of each mandate period to undertake a complicated orocess of adiustina the
UNIFIL accountinq records in order to establish the cost of the Force durinq the
mandate period just ended. In the interest  of administrative efficiency and in
order to reduce the workload involved in adjustina the accounts at the end of each
mandate, it is desirable that in future the mandate should be extended until the
end of a calendar month. It is for this reason that I recommend in oaraqraph 34
below that the mandate be extended for a period of 6 months and 12 day8, so that it
will end on the last day of July 1987.

Observations

27. The period under review has been a verv difficult one for UNIFIL. The heaw
casualties it suffered in August  and September f5 killed and 31 wounded) were the
eubject of two special reports by me to the Security Council and of Council
resolution 587 (1986) of 23 September 1986, as well as of two statements by the
President. Despite considerable effort, the Force’s situation did not improve
durina the second half of the mandate period. The Force has had five more of its
members killed by hostile action. The fears expressed in my earlier reports have
been confirmed. The hopes that existed in 1984 and 1985 that it would be possible
to neqotiate peacefully the complete withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanese
territory have not so far been realized. Israel’s determination to maintain its
‘security zone” has provoked equally determined resistance from various armed
qroups in Lebanon. An increasinqly violent conflict has resulted. UNIFII, is
seriously affected by that conflict and durina the last six months the Force has
suffered casualties at the hands of all the main Protaaonists - the IDF and the
Sr,A, and various resistance croups in Lebanon.

28. I yesret  to have to inform the Security Council that my efforts to achieve
prcziess towards implementation of Council resolution 425 (1978) have asain oroved
unsuccessful. The main problem remains Israel’s refusal to withdraw completelv
from Lebanon and its insistence on maintainins the “security zone” on the arounds
that this is necessary to protect Israel against attacks launched from Lebanon, a
view that is rejected by the Lebanese Government. Conditions in Lebanon itself
have also deteriorated during the period under review, Particularly in the economic
field, and the so-called “camps war” has heen added to an already violent and
compl  icated situation.

29. I and tny staff have continued consultations with the Government of Lebancln  and
the other parties directly concerned on all aspects of the implementation of
Security Council resolution 425 (1978).

30. The Lebanese authorities continue to insist that Israel should withdraw its
forces without further delay, thus permittino UNIFIL to deoloy to the international
border and fulfil its mandate. Thev state that continued Israeli occupation is
illeqal and contrary to United Nations resolutions, will further escalate tension
and conflict and will jeopardize  prosoects for international oeace and security in
the whole area. In their view, Israeli withdrawal and the restoration, with the
help of UNIFIL, of peace and quiet in southern Lebanon would make an important
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contribution to the solution of Lebanon's wider problems. They hope that current
efforts will st.:ceed in making progress towards national reconciliation and
renderins it possible for the Lebanese Government and Army to assume effeCtiVel!I
their responsibilities in southern Lebanon, as well as in the rest of the country.

31. The Israeli authorities reiterate that they have no desisns on Lebanese
territory, that they have no desire to maintain their forces in Lebanon and that
their sole concern is th.at Lebanese territory should not be used as a base for
cross-border attacks aaainst Israel. The "security zone", they say, is a temporary
arranaement until such time as the Lebanese Government is able to take effective
control of security in southern Lebanon. They point out that frequent attempts are
made to infiltrate armed elements into Israel itself, esuecially throuah the
eastern part of the "security zone", and Katyusha rockets are fired from Lebanon at
targets in Israel. Moreover, they say, the Palestine Liberation Oraanization (PLO)
has succeeded in re-establishins a military capability in the refuaee camps in Tyre
and elsewhere in Lebanon. The Israeli authorities say that, in these
Circumstances, they are not prepared to contemulate chanaina current arrangements
in southern Lebanon until there has, at the very least, been a period of peace and
tranquillity in all or part of the area.

3 2 . The authorities of the Syrian Arab Republic reiterate their demand that Israel
should withdraw from Lebanese territory and state that Israel's concern with its
security is only a pretext for the maintenance of its occupation. They express
support for Security Council resolution 425 (1978) and for the UNIFIL role in
restorins peace and stability in the area.

3 3 . I remain convinced that the situation of UNIFIL will continue to be precarious

as lona as the minimum conditions for the implementation of its mandate do not
exist. Those conditions are the effective co-operation of all the parties and a
lessenina of the prevailing conflict in the UNIFIL area. Meanwhile, the Force, ln
accordance with its mandate to ensure that its area is not utilized for hostile
activities of any kind, has been doina its best to protect the civilian poDulatior
and to maintain peace and quiet. As the conflict between the Lebanese resistance
aroups and the IDF/SLA has intensified, UNIFIL personnel have been exposed to
ever-qrowina dangers from both sides. Followina the period in Auaust and SeDtember
when UNIFIL personnel were subjected to serious attacks by armed elements, I am now
particularly concerned at the extent to which the SLA, and to a lesser extent the
IDF, have in recent months repeatedly harassed UNIFIL by firina at or close to its
positions, as described in DaraqraPhs 18 and 19 above. It is understandable,
though rearettable, that UNIFIL positions should sometimes be hit accidentally b:
cross-fire durinu clashes between the opposina sides. But it is entirely
unacceptable for any of the parties to fire deliberately and without provocation a:
UNIFIL positions or attack them in any other way. I wholeheartedly condemn all
such attacks, whatever their source, and I urae that every effort be made to aet
them stopped.

3 4 . The question that now confronts the Security Council is whether it is
worthwhile, in the present impasse and with little realistic hope of early proaress
towards full implementation of Council resolution 425 (19781,  to extend UNIFIL for
a further six months, as has been requested by the Lebanes:c  Government in the
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letter dated 6 January 1987  from the Permanent Representative to me (S/lS58Cl).  The
Fcrce’s d i f f i cu l t i e s  a r e  i ndeed  areat. In  pa r t i cu l a r , t h e r e  i s  a  danqcr t h a t  i t s
effor ts ,  in  accordance with  i ts  terms of  reEcrence, to  orevent  i ts  area from beina
used for hostile activities will  cause i t  to be perceived by the local population
68 holpino  to  protec t  the  “secur i ty  zone” and thereby condonina the continuina
Israel i  occupat ion. For all the problems that it  faces, UNIFIL nevertheless
remains an important element of such stability as exists in this troubled aree and
the vast majority of the local population want it to stay, I t  plays a larqe par t
in  thei r  dai ly  l ives  and they re ly  on i t  to  Protect  them,  as best  i t  can ,  frog
harassment. I continue to believe that its withdrawal would create a critical
vacuum and would lead to even areater conflict. I accordinqly  recommend that the
Council accept the Lebanese Goverr6ment’s  request and that, for the reason aiven in
paraqraph 26 above, the Force’s mandate be extended for a pericd  of 6 months and
12 days ,  tha t  i s ,  unt i l  31  July  1987.

3 5 .But, havinq made that recommendation, I  fee l  obl iqed to  emphasize  two fur ther
points of qreat importance. First,  if the Securitv  Council  accepts my
recommendat ion, it  will  be essential that all  in a position to help should make
every possible effort to work for the fulfilment of the UNIFIL mandater  this must
imply a  chanqe in  Is rae l ’s  posi t ion. I would also express the hope that current
efforts by the various parties in Lebanon to achieve national reconciliation will
succeed; these efforts are one cf the few hopeful features of the present scene,
Second, if the UNIFIL situation continues to deteriorate, the t ime may eventually
come when the Council may feel that it is no lonaer riaht that the
trOOD-COnttibUtinCl  countries should be asked to keep UNIFIL in beina. F o r  i t  i s
they who pay the price for the international community’s wish to maintain this most
important United Nations peace-keeping oDeration - a price that is expreasc 1 both
in the lives of their soldiers and in the sums of reimbursement that they do not
receive because certain Member States have not paid their assessed share of the
Force’s costs, The steadfastness of the troop-contributina Governments in
nevertheless maintainino - and in some cases :.ncreasina - their contributions to
UNIFIL throuah all the trials of 1986 is beyond Praise, The United Nations and the
parties  concerned owe a deep debt of qratitude to then1  all,  and especially to those
who resoonded  so readily to the United Nations need for extra troops durinq the
current mandate period.

36. Finally, I pry tr ibute to Major-General  Gustav Hlaalund,  the Force Commander,
an,3 to all the men and women under his command and ccntrol,  hoth military and
c i v i l i a n , for the couraae and determination with which they have faced a very
diffic,;lt  per iod . Their discipline and bearinq have been of a hirlh order,
ref 1ectir.a credit  01: themselves, on their countries and on the United Nations.
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